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The direction-based label propagation clustering (DBC) algorithm needs to set the number of neighbors \( k \) and the angle value \( \text{degree} \), which are highly sensitive. Moreover, DBC algorithm is not suitable for datasets with uneven neighbor density distribution. To overcome above problems, we propose an improved DBC algorithm based on adaptive angle and label redistribution (ALR-DBC). The ALR-DBC algorithm no longer input parameter \( \text{degree} \), but dynamically adjusts the deviation angle through the concept of high-low density region to determine the receiving range. This flexible receiving range is no longer affected by the uneven distribution of neighbor density. Finally, those points that do not meet the expectations of the main direction are redistributed. Experiments show that the ALR-DBC algorithm performs better than DBC algorithm in most artificial datasets and real datasets. It is also superior to the classical algorithms listed. It also has good experimental results when applied to wireless sensor data annotation.

1. Introduction

The frontier development of computer science has focused on data mining and artificial intelligence in recent years. Cluster analysis is the most classical research in the unsupervised direction of machine learning. It is widely used in image analysis [1], knowledge discovery [2], medicine [3], pattern recognition [4], and other fields. In the case of unknown sample information, the points are divided by some similarity measurement method so that the similarity of points within clusters is high while that of points between clusters is low [5]. Many classical algorithms show good results on different datasets [6].

The basic idea of hierarchical clustering is bottom-up and merging layer by layer [7]. The clustering process starts with each point being a separate class, and then, the two classes with the highest similarity are merged and iteratively repeated. The similarity is mainly measured by distance. The closer the distance is, the higher the similarity is. The advantage of this approach is that it does not input the number of clusters and hierarchical relationship between classes can be discovered. The disadvantage is high time complexity and low efficiency [8]. K-means is an early classic and widely used algorithm in the field of data mining [9]. Compared with hierarchical clustering, it has a much lower time complexity. It has high scalability and compressibility when dealing with big datasets. It is highly dependent on the selection of the initial centroid, so it often takes several iterations to achieve better clustering results. And K-means algorithm cannot cluster nonspherical datasets [10]. Compared with K-means clustering method, affinity propagation clustering algorithm (AP) is more robust and accurate [11]. It starts with initializing two preset matrices and then iteratively updates them. The “responsibility” \( r(p,z) \) represents the suitability of point \( z \) as the clustering center of point \( p \). The “availability” \( a(p,z) \) represents the suitability of point \( p \) to select point \( z \) as its cluster center in the current round. These two matrices are interrelated and determine the final clustering result. When both are large, it means that point \( z \) has strong competitiveness and is more likely to be selected as the clustering center. AP algorithm has good performance and efficiency. Different from the clustering centers in other algorithms, the exemplar (center of clustering) in AP algorithm is an exact data point in the original data. And it is started by inputting the similarity matrix, so the data are allowed to be asymmetric and the sum of squares of error is low. However, the complexity of AP algorithm is high and the running time is long when the data is large [12].
In order to solve the clustering problem of irregular shapes, density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise algorithm (DBSCAN) was proposed [13]. It uses density reachability and density connection to cluster by establishing the definition of a core point, boundary point, and noise point [14]. DBSCAN algorithm can achieve adaptive clustering. There is no need to give the parameter of expected cluster number, and the advantage of insensitivity to noise points is conducive to clustering. The disadvantage is that the parameter sensitivity is high, and small parameter changes may lead to large differences in the results. And the DBSCAN algorithm must specify a density threshold to remove noise points below this density threshold. Based on the above analysis, the clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (DPC) [15] is put forward on the premise that the two assumptions are true: the cluster center is surrounded by points with lower density than it, and the distance between these points and the cluster center is closest compared with other cluster centers. And it has a relatively far distance from the point where density is higher than itself. Only meeting these conditions at the same time can it be possible to become the clustering center. Its disadvantage is that it needs to calculate the distance between all points. The DPC algorithm also does not cluster well those sample sets with multidensity peaks [16].

In order to better cluster samples with uneven density distribution, scholars continue to explore. The reference [17] uses two parameters. The parameter $k$ is used to determine the receiving direction, and the parameter degree is used to define the receiving range that can deviate from the receiving direction. When the density distribution is not uniform, the clustering effect of DBC algorithm will not be greatly affected. After a large number of experiments, it is known that if the first parameter $k$ is not appropriate, the second parameter degree will be adjusted many times to achieve the desired clustering effect. After determining the $k$-nearest neighbor value on some datasets, the value of degree can only change in a small range; otherwise, the expected value cannot be achieved. Therefore, the DBC algorithm is improved. We reduce the parameter sensitivity by selecting the method of dynamically adjusting the deviation angle to determine the receiving range of each point and using the DBC algorithm to cluster the points. It can be seen from the evaluation index of the experimental part that the improved algorithm holds higher NMI and ARI on most of the tested datasets. In this paper, the new improved algorithm is named ALR-DBC algorithm.

Clustering also has outstanding performance in practical applications, such as applying it to the Internet of Things. The Internet of Things came into being with the vigorous development of the information technology industry. It connects the object with the network through the information sensing device according to the agreement. As the core of the Internet of Things, the perception layer can not only sense signals and identify objects but also has the function of processing and controlling. The wireless sensor network is an important part of perception layer. It realizes the data collection, processing, and transmission and sends the information to the network owner. To enhance the communication between sensor networks, it is essential to establish semantic connections between sensor ontologies in this field. Literature [18] proposed a new sensor ontology integration technology, which utilizes the debate mechanism to extract sensor ontology alignment, greatly improving the effectiveness of the whole wireless sensor network. It enhances the communication ability between wireless sensors and improves the performance of the whole network. At the same time, we also read the relevant literature on matching ontology [19, 20] to better understand the important role and help of these methods in this field. Inspired by this, this paper applies ALR-DBC algorithm to wireless sensor networks and conducts performance comparison experiments.

2. Related Work

In this chapter, we will explain the label propagation algorithm (LP) [21] and the direction-based label propagation algorithm (DBC). The basic idea of these two algorithms is clustering through the similarity between the sample points. The DBC algorithm is an improvement of LP algorithm by adding parameters of angle value. Through the description and comparison of these two algorithms, it is more helpful to understand the improved DBC algorithm.

2.1. LP Algorithm. It is assumed that each point can find $k$ neighbors closest to it, which is the basic assumption of LP algorithm. These neighbors all have unique class tags. Then, the update of the cluster label is determined by the neighbor's label. Among the labels to which the neighbor belongs, the label that occupies the largest number is the new cluster label of the point. Repeat the process; when the label of all points do not change, the iteration ends [22]. In the LP algorithm, the number of iterations needs to be set to avoid being overcalculated affecting the final result. In the running process of the algorithm, there is no need to calculate any clustering index, nor to input the number of clustering. The disadvantage of LP algorithm is that the randomness of the sequence in the iterative process will lead to the same initial label setting, but the clustering results are very different. It may also be affected by the $k$ nearest neighbors set, the maximum values of neighbor labels of some points are the same, so random selection is adopted to update the cluster labels. Based on this, scholars also put forward improvement strategies, such as introducing potential function [23] and LeaderRank value [24] to increase the weight of nodes or edges. In this way, the centroid effect can be preliminarily determined and the classification accuracy can be improved. The label entropy attribute [25] can also be added so that it can be sorted according to the label entropy of each point and avoid the random influence in the iteration process.

2.2. DBC Algorithm. DBC is a direction-based cluster label propagation clustering algorithm. It need not enter the number of classes that will eventually be generated and can cluster any shape of clusters with stable results. Distance and direction are the two basic physical metrics, which are helpful for clustering. The major difference between LP and DBC algorithm is that the DBC algorithm considers
the orientation relationship between sample points, while the LP algorithm considers the relationship between the numbers of labels to which neighboring points belong. The DBC introduces the second parameter degree and finds the direction and receiving range with the greatest density in each point’s neighborhood. There is no feedback or update during tag propagation, so the selection of receiving range is very important. The general process of the algorithm is to find the receiver of each point according to the parameters set and select the point with the largest number of receivers as the starting point of this round. After it is assigned an initial label, the clustering starts and the points in the receiver list are classified into one category. These points continue to pass their labels to their respective receivers as new senders until a round of clustering ends without new senders. Next, the remaining unlabeled points continue the next round of clustering until all points have class labels, and the clustering is over. We assume that point P is an arbitrary sample point in the dataset. The mathematical concept shows that point multiplication reflects the “similarity” of two vectors. The more similar the two vectors are, the greater the point multiplication is. Therefore, the formula of receiving direction of point P is shown in

\[
\bar{v} = \arg \max_{\bar{v} \in \bar{V}} \sum_{\bar{v}_i, \bar{v}_j : \bar{v}_i \cdot \bar{v}_j \geq 0.5} \bar{v}_i \cdot \bar{v}_j
\]  

(1)

The set V stores all the neighbor vectors of point P. \(\bar{v}\) is the most densely distributed direction of the neighbors of point P.

After determining the receiving direction, the DBC algorithm also sets the maximum deviation angle to determine the receiving range of cluster labels. It refers to the maximum angle that a neighbor vector can deviate from the receiving direction, and points within this angle range can pass the cluster label to point P. The DBC algorithm also defines the concepts of sender and receiver. After the parameters are determined, each point can obtain its sender and receiver according to its receiving direction and maximum deviation angle. Then, the label propagation of DBC algorithm begins. Algorithm 1 describes the DBC algorithm.

We default that each time the tag number is updated and a new pass is started. The SenderList keeps storing the sample that currently has no tags and has the most receivers. ID represents the number of samples. NewSenderList is a list of new senders. Line 21 of Algorithm 1 is to find the number of samples that are not currently labeled.

3. ALR-DBC Algorithm

3.1. Basic Idea. In describing the DBC algorithm, we mention that it introduces the concept of direction and angle as a reference condition based on the basic method of cluster label transfer. After determining the range of label transmission, the clustering process will begin. We consider that the number of neighbors and the angle value are global parameters. In fact, the neighbor density around each point is unevenly distributed. If the receiving range of each point can be dynamically changed according to its neighbor density, the accuracy of clustering results can be improved. We use Figure 1 to understand this hypothesis.

In Figure 1(a), the receiving range is all samples within the angle formed by P1a and P1b. In Figure 1(b), the receiving range is all samples within the angle formed by P2c and P2d. These points within the receiving range of point P can pass their labels to point P. It is concluded that when the distribution of neighbor points on both sides of the main direction is dense, the receiving range should be reduced, and when the distribution of neighbor points on both sides is sparse, the receiving range should be enlarged.

3.2. Adaptive Angle. In the previous section, we mentioned that DBC algorithm sets the angle as a global parameter. For different datasets, it can also achieve the ideal clustering effect after adjusting the parameter many times. However, there are also problems in the experimental process. The two parameters k and degree will affect each other. If k at the beginning is too large or too small for the current test dataset, it may require multiple attempts to achieve the expectation when setting the second parameter degree. So it will increase the uncertainty of clustering time. For this shortcoming, we introduce the concepts of high-density and low-density regions to explain the ALR-DBC algorithm.

In the sample set with class labels, we can find the obvious rule that the cluster distribution divided into one category is relatively dense, which can be represented by high-density regions. There will be sparsely distributed sample points between the two clusters, that is, the low-density region we want to refer to. In this way, we define the

```plaintext
1: Num = Dataset.size
2: ID = 0
3: // Traverse SenderList to get its recipients. Assign // labels to unlabelled recipients and store them // in NewSenderList. Until all points have class // labels
4: while Num > 0 do
5:  ID = ID + 1
6:  while SenderList.size > 0 do
7:    NewSenderList = []
8:    for i = 0; i < SenderList.size; i ++ do
9:      Receivers = getReceivers(SenderList[i])
10:     for j = 0; j < Receivers.size; j ++ do
11:       Receiver = Receivers[j]
12:      if Receiver.label == 0 then
13:        Receiver.label = ID
14:      NewSenderList.append(receiver)
15:    end if
16:  end for
17:  end for
18:  SenderList.clear()
19:  NewSenderList = NewSenderList.copy()
20:  end while
21: Num = NumberOfUnassignedPoints(dataset)
22: end while
```

**Algorithm 1:** Label transfer process of DBC.
distribution states of high-low-high and divide clusters. As shown in Figure 2, our goal is to find a continuous high-density area as a receiving area for point P.

The next question we need to think about is how to find the criteria for distinguishing high- and low-density regions. From the above, it can be seen that the main receiving direction is easily determined by formula (1). Then, based on this direction, it is feasible to use the ratio definition method to divide regions. When the condition of $A/B \geq M$ is satisfied, it is included in the receiving range of this point.

$$A = \sum_{\bar{v}_i \cdot \bar{v}_j \geq 0.5} \bar{v}_i \cdot \bar{v}_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

All neighbor vectors of point P are stored in list V. As shown in formula (2), we traverse each vector $V_i$ in list V, taking the dot product of each vector with the rest of its neighbors and summing them up. So each neighbor vector will get the corresponding A value. The value 0.5 in the constraint condition is consistent with the DBC algorithm. B is the value of vector $PV_1$ in Figure 2. Because each point is receiving in a unique direction, the value B is fixed after locking a point P. M is a receiving threshold we set artificially.

We analyzed the scanning process according to the discriminant conditions. The idea of ALR-DBC algorithm is to scan the neighbor vectors from the main direction vector of point P to both sides and judge them in turn. The points that meet the receiving threshold on both sides of the main direction are put into the receiving range list of point P. Because the density distribution of each dataset is different, the advantage is that we will judge whether the direction currently scanned meets the receiving condition, rather than using fixed angle to define the range. Here is the dynamic adjustment process of the algorithm. The final receiving range includes all high-density direction vectors without crossing the low-density region. The specific scan is shown in Figures 3 and 4, showing the neighbor distribution of point P and the dynamic change process of one side of the main direction.

To help understand how the ALR-DBC algorithm dynamically selects the receiving angle of each point, a partial scanning process is drawn. As shown in Figure 4, point P finally finds a receiving boundary on the clockwise side that is a vector from p to c. Judge from vector a with the minimum angle away from the main direction. Since the vector meets the conditions that $A/B \geq M$, it is added to the receiving list of point P. Then continue scanning to point i in Figure 4(b) with the second smaller angle from the main direction. Repeat the above discrimination steps. Until the unqualified vector is found as shown in Figure 4(d), the vector is saved and recorded as the boundary vector of one side (assumed as the X side) of point P.

The focus of the next algorithm is to find the boundary vector on the other side of point P. We continue to scan the neighbor vector outward and judge it by inequality. If the condition is met and the vector is not on the side of X, it is included in the receiving range of point P; otherwise, it is not included and continues to scan. That is because if
this vector is on \( X \) side, it is already outside the reception boundary. Although it meets the density required by the receiving condition, it does not meet the continuous high-density area mentioned above. Then, when the scanned neighbor vector does not meet the density required by the receiving condition, if it is not on the side of \( X \), we find the boundary vector on the other side of point \( P \) (assumed as the \( Y \) side), that is, the low-density region after the continuous high-density region. So far, we have set the receiving range of point \( P \).

3.3. Label Redistribution. In describing the idea of the DBC algorithm, we mention that it can determine an edge of the receiving range by finding the receiving direction at point \( P \). The other side is determined by the angle value, which allows neighbor vectors within a certain deviation angle to pass their class labels to point \( P \). When the program runs, the ideal clustering results can be achieved by adjusting the two parameters. However, we need to make it clear that point \( P \) should best be grouped with its principal direction vector. In the original DBC algorithm, when a point becomes a new cluster label sender, it will immediately pass its class label to all its receivers. Assuming that the receiver’s receiving direction label is different from the tag, the final clustering effect will be worse than expected. We illustrate this by using a spiral dataset.

As shown in Figure 5, it is the clustering diagram of the spiral dataset when only the receiving angle is dynamically adjusted. We observed that the points were divided into three categories and were spirally distributed. At the top of the figure, there is a blue sample point \( F \) next to the green sample point. Obviously, the sample point is wrongly classified at this time, and it should actually be classified as a green class. The reason for this result is that the receiving range of a blue point in the dataset includes \( F \). At the beginning of each new round of clustering, the transfer of clustering labels starts from the unlabeled samples with the largest number of receivers. It can be found from Figure 5 that the closer to the center, the closer the spiral is, that is, the higher the density of points is. Therefore, the sample points classified as the blue class have labels earlier than the green class. Then, \( F \) is given the wrong class label in this round. When \( F \) has a label, the subsequent clustering process is no longer assigned, considering only the data points that are not currently labeled. We consider whether we can change the clustering order so that the points of the green class get the class label first. Although this ensures the correct classification of \( F \), there are few receivers of this part of the points, which will force the points that should be classified into one category to be classified into multiple categories because they cannot be reached in a round of label transmission. Therefore, we adopt another improvement idea to solve this problem. After all points have class labels, all points are traversed to determine whether the current label is consistent with the label in the receiving direction. If not, the cluster label on the receiving direction is redistributed to that point. This is a search lookup and redistribution process. The class label of sample points is most likely to be consistent with its receiving direction, because the receiving direction represents the most densely distributed region of neighbors. These regions are also most likely to be clustered eventually.

3.4. Algorithm Description. Through the determination of the above adaptive angle, the receiving range of each point is obtained, and then, the DBC algorithm is used for clustering. After the first clustering, judge whether there are samples that have not been assigned labels. If so, start the second round of clustering. From the remaining samples without labels, continue to select the most current recipients as a new starting point to start a new round of label delivery. Continue the iteration until all points have class tags. To
have a clearer explanation, we provide the flowchart of the whole process as shown in Figure 6.

Algorithm 2 describes the process of determining the receiving angle of data point \( i \). VecList stores all neighbor vectors of data point \( i \). sList is the value computed by the neighbor vector of data point \( i \) according to formula (2). The dictionary \( a \) is arranged in descending order to represent the points that are scanned outward from the principal direction vector according to the increment of the angle value. MaxV takes the maximum value in sList. The Vector list stores the receiving direction vector of each point. \( M \) is the acceptance threshold mentioned in Section 3.2. The range list stores the sender within the current deviation range of point \( i \).

In the fifth line, we determine the receiving direction of data point \( i \). Lines 6 to 9 compute the dot product of the received direction vector of data point \( i \) and all its neighbor vectors and store it in dictionary \( a \). Lines 12 to 19 determine the receiving range of one side. Lines 20 to 28 determine the receiving range on the other side.

Then, we use the DBC algorithm for clustering. The obtained clustering results are stored in the Result list. At this point, we begin to redistribute cluster labels. The existing label of each point is compared with the label of its receiving direction. If the labels do not match, the existing label for that point is modified.

3.5. Parameter Selection. The first parameter to be set in the algorithm is \( k \). It is the number of \( k \) neighbors of the sample point that are closest to it. In general, \( k \) is between 5 and 30, and some datasets need larger \( k \). At this time, \( k \) is between 30 and 60. \( M \) is a low-sensitivity parameter. When \( M \) takes an increasing value, it makes the receiving angle smaller, and then, the final number of clusters becomes larger. In this paper, a large number of experiments show that the clustering effect for most datasets is ideal when \( M \) is between 0.6 and 0.7. It is easier to determine than the angle parameter of DBC algorithm.

4. Experimental Result

This chapter evaluates the clustering effect of ALR-DBC algorithm. Comparison algorithms are DBC algorithm, FCM algorithm, and DBSCAN algorithm. Since FCM algorithm is a popular fuzzy clustering algorithm, DBSCAN algorithm is a classical density-based clustering algorithm. Therefore, as a comparison, it can prove the superiority of ALR-DBC algorithm. Test datasets include artificial datasets and real datasets. Artificial datasets are Flame, Threecircles, Twomoons, Aggregation, Lsun, and Hard [17]. Real datasets include Iris [26], Dermatology [27], Balance, Vote, and Vowel. The introduction to these artificial datasets is listed in Table 1.

The experimental environment is AMD Ryzen 5 4600 H @ 3.00 GHz. The memory is 16 GB. The programming environment is Python 3.8 and the compiler is PyCharm.

Normalized interactive information (NMI) [28], adjusted Rand index (ARI) [29], and Homogeneity are selected as the evaluation indexes of clustering.

4.1. Artificial Dataset. In Table 1, Flame is a dataset with overlapping regions, which can test whether the improved algorithm can have good clustering results for such datasets. Threecircles is a typical representative of the nonconvex dataset, and our algorithm can cluster well. The Hard dataset is characterized by large density differences between clusters. Aggregation and Twomoons datasets are composed of irregular clusters. The Lsun dataset is composed of clusters with uneven density distribution. In the original DBC algorithm, through the continuous adjustment of two parameters, we
obtain better clustering results of these six datasets. Figure 7 shows the clustering effect of the ALR-DBC algorithm when only one parameter is adjusted.

When the DBC algorithm executes the parameter set in Table 2, the optimal NMI values can be achieved. On these artificial datasets, the ALR-DBC algorithm achieves the best NMI of DBC algorithm under the condition that \( M \) is 0.6. For some datasets, even a small range of fluctuations in the angular parameters of the DBC algorithm can affect the final clustering results. We can analyze it in Table 3.

In Table 3, we use the Compound dataset as the experimental subject. The NMI changes are observed by adjusting the parameters. In the DBC algorithm, when \( k \) is 9 and \( \text{degree} \) is 90, NMI can reach 0.8812. However, when the angle value is 86 degrees, it can be seen that the NMI value is reduced to 0.8170. The number of points classified wrong increases, and their density distribution is uniform. At the same angle value, the decrease of \( k \) from 9 to 8 also leads to a decrease in NMI. Since the dataset is two-dimensional, the distance to observe these points is also very close. It is precisely because the change of angle value leads to the deviation of experimental results.

To better illustrate the influence of parameters in the ALR-DBC algorithm, we performed a parameter sensitivity test on the Compound dataset. NMI was taken as the evaluation index, as shown in Table 4. We can find that when \( M \) gradually increases from 0.60, NMI does not fluctuate significantly.

### 4.2. Real Dataset

The ALR-DBC algorithm shows good clustering effect on the artificial dataset in the previous section. In this section, we use real high-dimensional datasets to further test its clustering effect and compare with other algorithms. In the experiment, NMI, ARI, and Homogeneity are used to evaluate the performance. Their ranges are all \( [0, 1] \). The larger the value in this interval is, the closer the clustering result is to the real label, and the better the effect is. The UCI dataset used in the experiment is shown in Table 5.

For different algorithms, it is necessary to set its iterative method according to the characteristics of parameters to find the best evaluation index. For FCM algorithm, input the number of clusters and run the program many times.

---

**Table 1: Artificial datasets for testing.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flame</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threecircles</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twomoons</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lsun</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

```plaintext
//All points in the sample set are traversed to //dynamically determine their receiving range

for i from 1 to the maximum number of dataset do
Compute sList
MaxV = Max(sList)
l = Max(sList.label)
Vector[i] = VecList[i]

for j = 0; j < VecList.size; j + + do
a1.append(Vector[i] * VecList[j])
a = a1.sorted(reverse = true)
end for
for each u ∈ a do
if sList[u]/MaxV > M then
Range[i].append(u)
else
Boundary = VecList[u]
R = u and exit this cycle
end if
end for
for n from R to the remaining points do
D = sList[n]/MaxV
if D/MaxV > M and n not in the side of boundary then
Range[i].append(n)
else if D/MaxV < M and n not in the side of boundary then
Break
else
Continue
end if
end for
end for
```

**Algorithm 2: Receiving angle.**
When the clustering results do not reach better within at least 20 times, it proves that we have obtained the desired experimental results. For DBSCAN, we set a reasonable iteration range for two parameters \( e \) and \( \text{MinPts} \), respectively. In our experiment, \( e \) is traversed from 0.01 to 1, and \( \text{MinPts} \) traverses from 1 to 30. For the improved algorithm ALR-DBC, the adjustment range of parameter \( k \) is 3 to 50.

Then, we get three groups of evaluation index of each algorithm as shown in Table 6. In general, the clustering effect of the DBC algorithm and ALR-DBC algorithm in these eight sets of data is better. The ALR-DBC algorithm uses the advantage of adaptive angle to divide the receiving range of sample points under different distributions. It works best in Iris, Dermatology, and Balance datasets. The two evaluation indexes of ALR-DBC algorithm and DBC algorithm are consistent and optimal on Vote dataset and close to the optimal clustering effect on Landsat dataset. Compared with the DBC algorithm, the ALR-DBC algorithm performs better in all indicators on five datasets. The FCM algorithm performs better on WDBC dataset because it has better adaptability for datasets with large density difference and overlapping between clusters. This is the advantage that other comparison algorithms do not have.

### Table 2: The best experimental results of DBC algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>NMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flame</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.9269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threecircles</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twomoons</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.9956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Experimental results of DBC on Compound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>NMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.8812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.8170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.8285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.8768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.8051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Experimental results of ALR-DBC on Compound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k )</th>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>NMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.8977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.8977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.8977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: UCI datasets for testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecoli</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBC</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiment, \( e \) is traversed from 0.01 to 1, and \( \text{MinPts} \) traverses from 1 to 30. For the improved algorithm ALR-DBC, the adjustment range of parameter \( k \) is 3 to 50. Then, we get three groups of evaluation index of each algorithm as shown in Table 6.

In general, the clustering effect of the DBC algorithm and ALR-DBC algorithm in these eight sets of data is better. The ALR-DBC algorithm uses the advantage of adaptive angle to divide the receiving range of sample points under different distributions. It works best in Iris, Dermatology, and Balance datasets. The two evaluation indexes of ALR-DBC algorithm and DBC algorithm are consistent and optimal on Vote dataset and close to the optimal clustering effect on Landsat dataset. Compared with the DBC algorithm, the ALR-DBC algorithm performs better in all indicators on five datasets. The FCM algorithm performs better on WDBC dataset because it has better adaptability for datasets with large density difference and overlapping between clusters. This is the advantage that other comparison algorithms do not have.
4.3. Application. Our improved algorithm can also be applied to wireless sensor data annotation in IoT. In this section, a set of high-risk behavior monitoring data of elderly volunteers in clinical activities is used to verify the effectiveness of ALR-DBC algorithm in practical application. The perception layer of the IoT is covered by various sensors and sensor gateways. Their function is to identify objects and collect information. The test data we used were provided by the research in literature [30] and classified by clinical activity status. Through ALR-DBC algorithm, we obtain the class labels of activity data in all monitoring time periods and compare the evaluation indicators with other algorithms mentioned above, as shown in Figure 8. Experiments show that our method has a good application effect in wireless sensor data annotation of the IoT.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we reduce the number of parameters of the DBC algorithm through the strategy of adaptive angle, and the problem of misclassification caused by the order of scanning points in the clustering process is solved by the method of redistribution of cluster labels. In the experimental process, we found that it can also well separate clusters with large density difference and nonuniformity. It shows good
clustering effect on artificial datasets. In some UCI datasets, it can surpass the clustering effect of the original algorithm. We apply the improved algorithm to wireless sensor data annotation. Good application effect can be obtained through experiments. For those datasets with more overlapping regions between different clusters, although the evaluation metrics have been improved, they still cannot achieve the desired results. In future research, we intend to improve the ALR-DBC algorithm by combining the knowledge of depth measurement learning. We will also discuss its prospects in the field of IoT to make it more effective.
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